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hich will prevail? The joy of the masses eager to see a large Christmas display? Or the public safety

that police say will result from shutting it down?

Those are arguments heard by a judge Tuesday, as the city of Plantation tries to curtail a residential

Christmas display by a court order.　

Plantation filed a lawsuit against Mark and Kathy Hyatt over the display they host each holiday season on

the front lawn of their house in the Plantation Acres neighborhood.　

"This is a case of public safety," said Harris Solomon, attorney for the city. "We're trying to protect literally

thousands of people. "
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The display, he said, is where it doesn't belong.

But the Hyatts argued the display should be encouraged, not curtailed. Their attorney argued the city's

discontent began after one neighbor, whose wife competes in real estate with Kathy Hyatt, complained.

The Hyatts are a "husband and wife who love to bring smiles to the people," said Hyatt attorney James Helf,

who said there hasn't been a single injury, arrest or incident over the years.　

Helf called it a grand display that should be supported and cherished. "That's what brings the joy," he said.

Retired police Detective Michael Capo testified the cars near spectators along Old Hiatus Road was a

"dangerous situation," and cars were traveling at a "higher speed than would be safe."

During his testimony, Plantation Police Chief Howard Harrison suggested that the display be shut down at

least for a year. If Mark and Kathy Hyatt's display were stopped for some time, the chief said, it would

eliminate the "habit for people," or deter spectators from showing.

Another option, he said, would be to shut down interactive parts of the display, such as a Santa, an elf or live

entertainment. "If we could eliminate (the) interactive part, it could be a plus," Harrison said.

Solomon also argued it would be difficult for the city to get a fire truck on the street if the city needed to.

"The Hyatts have certainly created a nuisance," Solomon said.

The dispute in the neighborhood of Plantation Acres has endured for years.

Facing mounting city pressure, in 2012, the Hyatts scaled back the hours of their display and increased the

number of volunteers to direct traffic. In 2013, the city forced them to stop using a roving spotlight, saying it

violated city code. Then the city put up "no parking" signs on nearby Old Hiatus Road, but people ignored

them, even parking under them.

Toward the end of the Christmas season in 2013, the city then began to shut down the street alongside the

Hyatt's home, forcing spectators to park at a nearby church and walk.

The non-jury trial before Broward Circuit Judge Marina Garcia-Woods is expected to end Thursday.

Garcia-Woods could make a decision immediately, or come back later with a ruling.

Mark Hyatt is running for a seat on the Plantation City Council in November, but said the lawsuit was not

the impetus for his decision to hold office.
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